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Introduction
Listed as a “Historic Monument” (Monument Historique) and recognised as a “Remarkable Garden”
(Jardin Remarquable) in 2005, Wesserling Park is testimony to an extraordinary textile adventure in a
valley of the River Thur in the Upper Vosges.
This unique site is a former “Royal Textile Printing Factory” with an incredible number of preserved
buildings linked to the textile industry. The gardens have been landscaped ever since the site was
first managed and the château was built. They were originally created as ornamental gardens for
the enjoyment of captains of industry, bearing witness to the landscaping conventions of the various
centuries. Later they were steadily turned into vegetable gardens for workers, and then abandoned,
before being gradually restored.
Each year for almost 20 years, designers, visual artists and landscapists have brought life to these
gardens, producing temporary creations which surprise, question and enchant summer visitors.
Over the last four years, professional and amateur photographers have opened our eyes to the
world with their emotionally charged photos.
For this new season, we would like to offer a triple view of the site through:
- a spring photo exhibition,
- plastic installations ready at the opening,
- and the perpetuation of our Festival des Jardins Métissés (mixed gardens Festival) during the
whole summer period.
Once again this year, you are offered a new theme. It again focuses on highlighting the site’s values,
between respect for the past and innovation, putting the emphasis on heritage and offering interactive
games for our visitors, new artistic creations and sustainable development.
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Whether you are a landscape designer, a plastic artist or a photographer, invite us to travel through
magical worlds, offer us to live in the gardens of our children’s tales and lure us to the realm of dreams!
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ANNUAL THEME 2023

« JOURNEY THROUGH MAGICAL WORLDS »

1- Origins of the theme: Gardens for living
For many years, the Festival des Jardins Métissés (mixed gardens) has taken on a very constructed
appearance with its many structures generating sheltered spaces within its plots.
With an asserted aesthetic, these constructions allow our visitors to travel through the annual theme
at first glance. They also provide shady spaces in a very sunny regular garden that otherwise could be
unpleasant during periods of high heat. These constructions also become the support for fun activities
and discoveries, they are the high point of wanderings inside the gardens and focus the attention of
the public.
In the mean time, the themes of the Festival have little by little evolved, moving from a very conceptual
field to that of fairy tales then to the great novels of the 19th century and that of travels around the world.
For this anniversary year, the 20th birthday of the Festival, we wanted to marry the two evolutions
and invite our visitors to enter a magical world, whether it is that of the tales of our childhood or the
mythical places of the planet on which many stories are based on and which are home to unusual
dwellings.
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The idea was to start from the gardens for offering a Festival made of «huts of tales» where the
constructions which will occupy the center of each plot will only be a pretext for travelling through
colorful, surprising gardens, with a unique atmosphere. The goal is an attempt for making the visitors
forget that they are is in Wesserling, They must be carried away by the imagination of the designers.
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2- Link with Wesserling history
Wesserling year is punctuated by two major events: the Festival des Jardins Métissés (Mixed gardens
Festival) with its summer nights and Christmas in the garden with storytelling walks in December.
During these two periods, costumed characters, often with a strong personality, challenge visitors and
draw them into their particular worlds.
During Summer, the public may participate in the following game: a treasure hunt in which each
character holds one of the keys. The visitors must interact with the actors to find the solution.
In December, the visitors follow the characters who play a role, incarnate either a princess, or a
servant or a seamstress… The tales of our childhood are re-written and integrated into the history
of Wesserling. The princess becomes the big bosses’ daughter, the seamstress is her godmother and
the servant the factory manager. Each year, a new tale is put on stage, new characters (thus new
costumes!) are created, a new pathway is developed ,and of course, the decors and backgrounds,
based on the Festival elements, take on a new look.
It is this magic with the strong presence of the tales and stories of our childhood which sets its tone to
the cultural events on the historic site that Wesserling represents.
To stir people’s dream, to challenge, to disconnect visitors from today’s world are the key words of the
annual program of Wesserling Park.
“The journey to magical worlds” becomes thence more coherent.
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But Wesserling is also a 19th century site with its castle, its historical and poetic gardens, material
and visible supports of a modern magic. All that remains is to add unexpected constructions and in this
way we are immersed in the heart of a collection of tales and legends!

3- Range of the annual theme into different categories
The annual theme will be expressed through 3 categories of installations.

1- The photographic exhibition with
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- unusual housing from around the world
- magical and unforgettable encounters
- mythical, unique and poetic places

2- Landscaping projects, the “Gardens of storytelling huts”
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Each garden offers a stroll through a layout whose characteristics (plants, floor coverings, decorative
elements, etc.) transport visitors into a unique atmosphere, a magical world. The highlight of the
discovery of each garden is an unexpected and unusual construction, a «hut» taking up the heart
of the plot.
Each element is important: the path that invites to take a walk and leaves time to immerse oneself in
the atmosphere of each world, the built element that must be surprising, visitable and unique and all
the plants and materials that reinforce the specificity of each garden.
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Examples of gardens:
- In the heart of our landscapes, between forests and cultivated fields nestle the 3 houses of the 3
little pigs (bricks, wood, straw)
- In a gourmet and colorful garden nestles the witch house of Hansel and Gretel; made of gingerbread,
chocolates and candies
- Between humid jungle and African savannah, the bright colors of the women’s boubous invite you
to discover the African hut of Kirikou
- What if all the plants were climbing? Would we make it to Jack’s garden shed and the beanstalk?
- There are labyrinths with psychedelic colors where you can get lost between the playing cards to
the castle of the Queen of Hearts from Alice in Wonderland
- You thought you were tall? A garden of huge, oversized plants will surround you, up to the house
of Snow White and the 7 dwarfs
- Between roses and brambles, sleeping poppies or hypnotic hemp are revealed the towers of
Sleeping Beauty’s castle and the princess’s bedroom
Let your inner child speak!

3- Plastic installations
To occupy the interstitial spaces, the major perspectives, the small unique places nestled in the heart
of the gardens, a call for applications is open to all artists who wish to take us on a journey through
their plastic works.
The work must be original, make you dream, evoke a wonderful and magical world.
It can be an element of a known tale oversized or reinterpreted to attract attention.
A character made of unexpected materials, a door to another world, a series of staged illustrations...
It’s up to you to make us travel in magical worlds stemming from your imagination!
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4- The link with the rest of the site
The Wesserling Park is also a Textile Museum and a Grande Chaufferie (former thermal power
plant), large room with exhibition spaces open to contemporary creation and experimentation.
To ensure the consistency of the site, the annual theme is deployed across the 3 cultural hubs.
At the Textile Museum, the exhibitions will host:
- a retrospective of the costumes created for the summer nocturnes and the Christmas event in
the Garden. These unique costumes, made especially for the Park, all have a particular history.
The technical constraints related to the activities carried out by the characters (dancing, cooking,
drawing, etc.) or imposed by the weather (you have to be able to dress warmly under the
princess dress at Christmas!) will be revealed to visitors. To make the exhibition even more lively,
photographs of the costumed characters in action will be added.
- every year the museum hosts an exhibition of quilts (patchworks), a textile art whose contemporary
artists are true material craftsmen. For 2022, the exhibition developed around travel will have for
themes tales, fantasized and magical worlds.
At the Grande Chaufferie, the installation will remain minimalist for giving full place to the very atmosphere
of the place.
The historical route will be interspersed with printed illustrations and works of art linked to the world of
storytelling and poetry. A storytelling tour, specially created to introduce the different spaces of the
Grande Chaufferie in a poetic way, will be broadcast by loudspeakers.
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CATEGORY :
PHOTOGRAPHER

1- Theme of the call for photographs
Variations of the magical worlds theme
The magical worlds are pure creations, they arise from the fertile imagination of designers, writers,
visual artists. They make us dream and allow us to travel far from our daily lives. Thanks to them, we
feel stronger than our human condition and at the same time lighter, freed from the material constraints
of our usual life. We choose our characters, our places of life, our hobbies.
And if these worlds remain for the most part pure fantasy, there are certain places on the planet,
certain animals or unforgettable personalities that possess the same force of attraction. These are the
places and people we want to introduce to our audience.
Thus, the call for applications is launched for photographs on three main themes:
- unusual housing around the world: we are use to our rectangular houses, made of classic
materials and whose colors are very codified. But whether it’s traditional habitats or the creations
of artists and architects, some places on the planet are home to amazing houses.
- magical and unforgettable encounters: animals, plants or humans sometimes have such a
presence – or such a rarity – that we never quite recover from having come across them.
- mythical, unique and poetic places: there are many places of raw beauty that seize us as
soon as we discover them. Sometimes bearers of a very ancient human settlement, they reveal
themselves at a specific time of day, shrouded in mist or illuminated by the rays of the setting sun.

1

2
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2 - Event timetable

NOVEMBER 18, 2022

deadline for submission of the application form and photographs
photograph selection panel

BEGINNING DECEMBER 2022
AVRIL 19 TO OCTOBER 8 2023
JUNE 4 2023

exhibition period for the selected works

inauguration of the 2023 new exhibitions in photographers’ presence

3 - Participation requirements
Contents of the application file and budgets
Professional photographers
This call for applications is open to professional photographers for the main exhibition that will include
15 photographs per participant (i.e. 45 shots in total), grouped in series of 3 to 10 photographs.
Candidates will submit their application to the Wesserling Park before midnight on the 18th of November
2022 at the latest.
This file, written and sent in digital format in a single sending to jardins@parc-wesserling.fr must include:
- a synthetic presentation of the photographer (150 words maximum)
- a proposal of series of photographs on one or more of the 3 thematic axes proposed (several series
on one or more themes or one series per theme, according to the choice of the photographer). The
final photographs will be chosen with the selected photographers, consistent with the exhibition
spaces offered
- the application form duly completed and signed with the minimum information for each photo as
indicated on the form (see p. 17 of the specifications)
Each selected photographer will receive 1000 € fees incl. VAT, including:
- the exchanges with the organizer for the choice of photographs consistent with the theme and
the places of exhibition,
- the supply of the selected photographs in digital format in jpeg and in color, with a minimum
resolution of 4000px by 6000px for 300 dpi, without logo, watermark or signature,
- the provision of technical information on each photograph (location, date of shooting, characteristics
of the camera, one line of explanation per shot), explanatory texts for each series of photographs
as well as a short biography of the author,
- the mandatory presence of the photographer at the opening : June 4, 2023 in the afternoon.
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Hobby photographers
This call for applications is open to hobby photographers for complementary exhibition.
It will include a total of 10 photographs, either grouped together as a series or associated with the
series of professional photographers.
Candidates will submit their application to the Wesserling Park before midnight on the 18th of November
2022 at the latest.
This file, written and sent in digital format in a single sending to jardins@parc-wesserling.fr must include:
- a synthetic presentation of the photographer (150 words maximum)
- a proposal of a maximum of 5 photographs. There is no minimum requirement.
The photographs must be different from each other and represent different Items..
Sent in digital format- jpeg and color-, the photographs must have a resolution of approximately
4000px by 6000px for 300 dpi (lower resolutions can be presented but will be verified by the printer
before submission to the jury members).
The photographs can be in portrait or landscape format.
No logo, watermark or signature should appear.
Each photograph should be named as follows: “artist_name_ photo name _year”.
- the application form duly completed and signed with the minimum information for each photo as
indicated on the form (see p. 17 of the specifications)
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Each selected amateur photographer gets an admission in a group internship for a macro-photography
or landscape course carried out on site at Wesserling Park by Oskar photo trainers on a fixed date
provided in advance to each exhibition participant. 4 hours of training, with own personal camera to
discover the settings necessary to take quality photographs.
No other compensation will be provided.

Selection by a jury

A jury composed of members of the Association de Gestion et d’Animation du Parc Textile de Wesserling
(AGAPTW), various partners active on the site (Association des Jardins de Wesserling, Communauté
de Communes de la Vallée de Saint-Amarin, Collectif des Possibles...) and professional photographers
will meet during December 2022.
Regulation for the two categories: As a family audience, any vulgar, violent or sexual photograph that
may offend someone’s sensitivity, whether express or implied, will be denied.
For professional photographers, the possibility of providing photographs on consistent series for one
or another theme, as well as the coherence of the series between each other will be judged.
For hobby photographers, the originality of the photographs, their quality, their consistency with the
theme and their relevance will be the main selection criteria.
A l’issue du jury, l’ensemble des candidats sera prévenu du résultat par courrier électronique.

Intellectual property

The photographs will be exhibited for free with the agreement of the photographers.
Their printing costs and the costs generated by the design of the supports will be borne by AGAPTW.
No modification will be made by AGAPTW to the photographs without the prior agreement of the
author(s).
The photographs set up in the Park will remain the intellectual property of the artists.
Each work will bear a title, the name of the photographer, the location and the date of the shot and
a short description. No photograph may be used by AGAPTW for commercial purposes, however,
photographers accept by participating that they may be used by the Association for information
and promotion of the photographic exhibition with mandatory mention of the photographic credit (in
accordance with Article L 121-1 of the Intellectual Property Code).
Without the prior agreement of the author(s), no adaptation of the works for a new use is allowed.

4 - Installation in the gardens
Printing method

Former textile industrial site, the Wesserling Park highlights its history by linking current events with the
spirit of the place.
With this in mind, the photographs will be printed on textiles by a partner company located on the site.
The material chosen is velvet, which allows an unequalled cooler rendering and gives the images a real
depth. The colors of the photographs will follow an evolution with the external conditions (UV, rain) and
will then integrate perfectly into the changing and living aspect of the gardens where flowers, fruits and
autumn foliage will gradually follow each other.
Each photograph will be carefully placed on the site in accordance with its environment. For the moment,
2 formats are planned: 1.00 x 1.40 m and 2.00 x 1.40 m but depending on the new structures in place
or on the selected photographs, other formats may be considered.
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Location of photographs in the gardens

For the 2023 exhibition, fifteen shots per professional photographer and 10 shoots per hobby
photographer will be selected. The exhibition spaces will be concentrated to create an overall effect
and “series”. The photographs will be set up in a way that matches the summer garden projects and
will occupy shaded areas as much as possible in order to keep their bright colors as long as possible.
Three locations are planned for the photographs of the 2023 exhibition:
- at the level of the English park, under the trees,
- around the barefoot path on the lime trees terrace,
- on the Mediterranean terraces to exchange with the majestic plants (redwood and holly) that
occupy the space.
Depending on the selected photographs, other exhibition spaces may be chosen.

Lime Trees Terrace
English park

The different spaces occupied
by the 2019 photograph
exhibition:
Mediterranean
terraces
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Set up of explanation labels and possible series

Since the beginning of our photographic exhibitions, the pictures have always been grouped by theme,
creating particular atmospheres in connection with the spirit of the place.
For 2023, we have chosen to group the photographs in the form of “series” each with a given author.
For example, «In the intimacy of the wise Sadhûs by Alexandre SATTLER» presented portraits of wise
Indian men associated with an explanation that linked this exhibition to the theme of the year (Marco
Polo’s gardens of Marvels) thanks to quotations from the Marco Polo’s book.
Each photo was accompanied by its explanatory labels and each series by its presentation label.
The 2023 exhibition will resume this way of exhibiting by offering series by photographers. If series of
different photographers can match, then they can be presented jointly (this was the case for the series
«Asian face, ode to the beauty of women» by Alexandre SATTLER and Sylvain SESTER in 2022)

5 - Communication
General information

The open-air photographic exhibition is a booming event. Le Parc has been offering spring artistic
discovery season for only three years.
Wesserling Park communicates through various media supports: website, newsletter, social networks,
signage, posters, leaflets, flyers, videos, press articles, advertising inserts, radio spots... but also via
events and especially trade fairs.If you are present on the web with your activity as a professional
or amateur photographer, and if you wish, we will be pleased to add your details as indicated in the
application form so that interested persons could have a greater insight into your work.
The opening of the exhibition gives the opportunity to participate in a press conference and a lively
inauguration gathering many guests.

Professional photographers’corner

We often know the photographers’ names, the quality of their work, their «touch» but seldom their face
and their history. The photographers’ corner aims to allow our visitors to meet these artists hidden
behind their lens, to get to know them other than through their photos.
The photographers’ corner is composed as a series in its own, made up of the portraits of the 3
participating professional photographers, each associated with an explanatory text. A presentation
brochure containing their biographies will welcomes the visitor at the entrance of this mini-exhibition.

« Photographer Pass »
Each photographer will be given a «Pass» giving him and an accompanying person free entrance of
the gardens during opening hours and throughout the duration of the event, from April 19th to October
8th, 2023.
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6 - Application form
Photograph personal data
professional photographers

hobby photographers

Last name
First name
Pseudonym
Adress
e-mail
Phone number
Website (or Facebook, Twitter, Instagram...)
The photographer agrees to fully participate in the festival 2023 call for photographs launched by the Wesserling Textile
Park Management and Organization Association, and explicitly declares having read the rules and regulations of the call
for photographs and its various clauses (*) and accepts their terms and conditions.

Date
Place

Signature

Pictures data
File name

Photo place

Wished title for
the picture

Small description (100 words maximum)

(*) • The provided photographs are the photograph’s propriety and do not come from a third party.
• The photographer’s identity (Surname, First name, Pseudonym), place of residence and production site may be disseminated at any time and
on any medium when related to the photographic exhibition (in compliance with Article L121-1 of the Intellectual Property Code). In accordance
with the law «Informatique et libertés» – Data Protection Act - of 6 January 1978 amended in 2004; participants have the right to access and rectify
information concerning them, they can assert their right by addressing AGAPTW.
• The photographer consents, in the event that his photographs are selected, to the use, publication or distribution of the photographs by the
the Wesserling Textile Park Management and Organization Association, without additional remuneration and without time restrictions, on any
communication medium, with mandatory mention of photographic credit, for the purpose of promoting the works and providing information.
The Wesserling Textile Park Management and Organization Association undertakes not to use the artists’ photographs for commercial purposes.
Finally, the photographs of the event taken by the organizer, once the works have been exhibited, may be used, free of charge, to promote the site.
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ANNEXES

The Wesserling Park
1. General history of the site
The textile factory
The history of the site dates back to 1699 when a hunting lodge was constructed for the Prince-Abbot of
Murbach, Philippe Eberhard von Lowenstein. Built on elevated ground, atop an ancient glacial moraine, this
first château occupied a strategic position on the commercial route between Le Havre and Basel, not far from
the silver mines of Moosch. The first gardens were laid way below the building, on terraces.
The textile history of the site began in 1762 with the installation of the first blockprinting workshops at the
château by the company MM Sandherr Courageot et Cie. Production focused on the manufacture of indiennes,
cotton fabrics printed with colourful exotic motifs.
The proximity of fresh water from the River Thur, the availability of a workforce from neighbouring villages and
adjacent meadows where cotton fabrics could be hung to dry and workshops could be extended provided
the perfect conditions for construction of the first factory.
The construction of the first mechanical spinning machine on site in 1802 marked a turning point. Activities
moved beside the River Thur. The site became the property of the Gros and Roman families, Swiss Protestant
entrepreneurs who turned Wesserling into a micro-society.
Social amenities were set up (church, school for workers’ children, free doctor, etc.) and the buildings multiplied
(villa for foremen, outbuildings, industrial buildings, etc.).
The textile printing works reached their peak in 1862, with more than 6000 workers employed on site. The
castel became a residence for the bosses and was enlarged. The garden was modified, the upper terraces
simplified and the regular gardens allocated to vegetable and fruit cultivation. Greenhouses were erected
against the terrace walls. Jacques Gabriel Gros was passionate about gardens and he instigated the creation
of the English park, inspired by the Bois de Boulogne.
The “reign” of the two families lasted until 1933, when the “printing” sector was purchased by the entrepreneur
Marcel Boussac. He chose not to live on site and divided the château into several apartments for the senior
managers of the factory. The gardens were gradually given over to vegetable cultivation, particularly after the
war when aerial photos show the regular garden totally divided up into workers’ gardens.

View of the Wesserling site around 1900

The 1921 Verification-Shipment
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The cultural site
The property was purchased in 1986 by the Conseil Général du Haut-Rhin and the first restoration works
began.
The Textile Museum first opened its doors in 1996 and the Park and its castle were listed as a Historic Monument
(Monument Historique) by decree on 16 February 1998.
In 2000, a garden renovation study was carried out by a team of two landscape gardeners who suggested to
start the restoration with the vegetable gardens, then to continue with the terraces and finally the regular
garden.
The Wesserling Printing Factory finally closed its doors in 2003 and the first Festival of Mixed Gardens took
possession of the gardens.
From then on, every year, a new theme is chosen that shapes the opportunity of renewing the textile museum’s
exhibitions, planning the space of the Grande Chaufferie (former thermal power plant) and realizing
landscaping projects in the gardens.

Textile Museum, 2004

Inside the “Grande Chaufferie”, 2012

The first Garden Festival - Summer 2003
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2. Gardens
Recognised as a “Remarkable Garden” in 2005, Wesserling Park offers 5 complementary zones in an area of
more than 17 hectares: vegetable gardens, the regular garden, the Mediterranean terraces, the English park
and the country park.
The “Association de Gestion et d’Animation du Parc Textile de Wesserling” was founded in 1998. This association
manages the gardens as well as the Textile Museum and the “Grande Chaufferie”. It has adopted a proactive
policy of events and garden restoration, particularly by opening up the site to contemporary art.
It was in this spirit that the “Festival Des Jardins Métissés” was launched, aiming to increase public awareness
of the art of gardens and to invite current generations to look back into their own history.
In parallel to this annual event, the restoration of different areas of the Park continues, based on a study
dating from 2000 and aiming to highlight the unique characteristics of each space.
A more detailed description of the gardens is provided on p. 24.
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Vegetable gardens

Perspective on the regular garden
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3. Textile Museum
The museum is housed in a factory building which was formerly used for block printing.
The museum presents the history of Wesserling by means of a historical journey and costumed dramatizations
in a space dedicated to textiles.
It also aims to widen discourse through exhibitions on textile art in general.
The temporary exhibition programme varies each year and gives visitors an opportunity to discover various
technical and traditional aspects of textile art.
Some exemples from the programme:

2022
“The Touch Room”
“Textile Discoveries” – Traveling during quarantine”
“The Silk Road”

2019
“India and indienne textiles”
“The DMC : The art of yarn”
“Jules Verne’s expedition”
“Wesserling : The castle”
Yokoso ! Welcome to Japan, 2017

© S. Josh
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Textile Discoveries 2022

Costumed Demonstration

DMC Exposition, 2011
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4. The «Grande Chaufferie»
The “Grande Chaufferie” is the former thermal power plant for the site. This space is full of emotion and history,
embodied by a profusion of pipes and gigantic furnaces.
Guided tours are held every Sunday from April to October and every day in high season. Visitors are invited
to follow the path of the coal, climbing up from the car park via a long footbridge to the top of the Chaufferie
more than 15 metres above the ground, then descending via an amazing zigzagged journey among the pipes
and cast iron tanks.
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As a space dedicated to contemporary art, the “Grande Chaufferie” hosts a wide variety of artworks, produced
in situ or inspired by the world of industry and textiles.

Detailed maps of plots for the festival
1. General view of the Park
Wesserling Park extends over the entire area of the former textile plant.
The production buildings have been gradually refurbished, restored and assigned to various economic and
cultural activities.

Low part of the site
Along the Thur River it houses economic activities: business areas (especially in the former sheds), factory
shops, the Creators’ Pavilion, and local producers’ shop...

Human services
Set up in places as varied as the former stables or the houses of the factory’s managers, we find there the day
nursery for the children of the local municipalities, restaurants, the music school...

Housing areas
The Wesserling site has an amazing singularity: it is inhabited all year round, even in its core area.
Small collective rentals or large private houses, all types of habitats can be found within the Park.

The cultural site
Textile museum, gardens and Grande Chaufferie (former thermal power plant) are gathered in the central area
of the site.
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2. Map of the Gardens
The gardens of Wesserling have been classified as a “Remarkable Garden” since 2005.
There are 5 different gardens:
• the regular garden: it is dedicated to the Garden Festival; you’ll find below a complete description.
• the Mediterranean terraces: three successive very sunny terraces, planted with heritage trees; they
host so-called «orangery» plants (potted citrus fruits and oleanders) and occupy the central perspective
of the site.
• the English park: wooded area, very cool in summer and dedicated to the barefoot trail
• the vegetable gardens: true colourful embroidery made of vegetables, aromatic plants and flowers, it
is maintained and enhanced by a partner nonprofit back-to-work organization.
• the rural park: pasture and hay meadows associated with the farm and stable buildings, the rural park
is always fully accessible.

Map of the Gardens
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3. The Regular Garden
General Description
The regular garden, used in fruit and vegetable production during the time of captains of industry now houses
4 large grassed plots, each about 800 m², dedicated to the Festival des Jardins Métissés.
Its name comes from its geometric design, whose center is a basin, currently the only one still on the site filled
with water, with 4 central beds forming a large grassed cross. These central beds are planted with fruit trees
rows vase pruned and surrounded by metal structures.
Stone walls border on to the vegetable gardens and the Mediterranean terraces and have rose bushes planted
at their foot.
The regular garden is the largest area of the Park, where viewpoints are particularly important. The works
proposed for this space must be monumental, so that they are visible from a distance and occupy the entire
space available in the plots.

Regular gardens,
Festival 2019

Assembly, Festival 2022

Central trail of the regular garden
View on the vase pruned fruit trees
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Plot JR1 called “of the willows”
Plot situated immediately at the entrance of the regular garden, offering views over the two stone walls
bordering it, one of which supports a sundial. The plot is completely level and features a yew tree in one
corner and a rose tree towards the centre.
A plantation of large willows occupy the north-west of the plot. These willows form a mysterious arch of
vegetation which isolates the visitors passing under the branches from the rest of the garden.
For the 2022 Festival, a pathway was dug around the centre of the plot that remained level with the ground,
and wooden bleachers extend down to a stimulation table.
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« Le bois dansant », Mélanie Germain et Laura Ruccolo, Festival 2022

« Le jardin du Fellah »,
Hugo Carton et équipes du Parc, Festival 2021

« Arborescence », Marc Walter, Festival 2019

« Les chemins d’Okuyama, retour au bois sacré »,
Y. Hirano et F. Rich, Festival 2018

« Kiouni, l’éléphant grandeur nature »,
Déambulons, Festival 2016
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Plot JR2 called “of the magnolia”
The main characteristic of this plot is the presence of a majestic magnolia in one corner.
It creates its own little space where visitors like to picnic in the shade of its branches.
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« Voyage en terres orientales », Equipes du Parc, Festival 2022

« Impressions d’Inde », Emmanuelle Crosset-Meyer
et Thomas Crosset, Festival 2019

« Les jardins du monde flottant »,
De Vert et de Pierre, Festival 2018

« Tempus fugit »,
Mélanie Pennel et Julien Berbin, Festival 2016

« L’ombrière »,
Adeline Finez et Julien Blanquet, Festival 2015
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Plot JR3
This flat plot is the most independent, visually-speaking, from the rest of the garden. It is located to the right
of the main visitor path as they arrive from the vegetable garden and its background is composed of hedges
surrounding the regular garden and the private house located behind.
This great neutrality requires a large-scale project with a real visual identity.
For 2022, a large wooden stage has been built across the rear of the plot. It can be kept and reinterpreted or
completely dismantled.
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« Sur les terres de la rivière sacrée », Marc Walter, Festival 2022

« L’araignée couturière »,
Agence Phytorestore, Festival 2022

« Mowgli adventure »,
Pop Up et Ramya Chuon, Festival 2019

« La Porte de Saknussem »,
F. Rich, Y. Hirano et V. Piednoir, Festival 2017

« La maison souterraine »,
Aurélie Lienhard, Festival 2015
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Plot JR4
This plot is completely flat and devoid of vegetation.
From the 2022 Festival, we still have a majestic 10-metre long Chinese junk with its two 10-metre high masts.
It is located in the middle of a maze of ponds.
This junk will not be dismantled and can be used as a base for a new garden. The ponds can be filled in to fit
the new project.
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« La jonque de la destinée », Déambulons et équipes du Parc, Festival 2022

« L’Entre Monde »,
Grenzg@nger, Festival 2018

« Le jardin renversé »,
Mélanie Germain et Laura Ruccolo, Festival 2017

« Wesserling’ steamer »,
Equipes du Parc, Festival 2016

« Le Brangbalan »,
Association Terdeloups, Festival 2015
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4. Mediterrannean Terraces
General Description
The Mediterranean terraces are formed of three different levels, themselves connecting to other raised or
sloping sections.
From top to bottom, these are:
• Upper terrace or château terrace. A large sunny space described on p.26.
• Intermediary terrace: A long thin band occupied by beds of irises, hemerocallis and peonies at the
foot of trained fruit trees and bordered by a gravel path with potte orangery plants (citrus, oleander
and camellia). This terrace is directly connected to a very small plot planted with beds of perennials
and currently occupied by an artwork of a large kangaroo. The Park team has built a promontory to
provide a viewpoint over the plot situated below (T2).
• Lower terrace: This contains two large sequoias and three immense hollies. The southern edge of this
terrace (connected to the regular garden) is bordered by gigantic rhododendron bushes. A sloping
space lies below this terrace, extending from the herb alley in the vegetable gardens.

Intermediate
terrace

Lower terrace, view towards the castle,
Festival 2018
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Plot T2
This terrace has a surface area of approx. 450 m² and descends in a slight slope towards the vegetable gardens,
providing a space of expression linked to the view over the herb alley. The plot is barely visible from the
regular garden but can be seen from plot T1 via the wooden promontory. It is a good idea to take advantage
of this high perspective to propose a plot with different levels of perception.
On its lower side, the terrace is bordered by a low wall where visitors like to sit and provides direct access to
the lower terrace via a flight of steps.
The legacy of the 2022 Festival is a series of wooden pergolas arranged in a geometric pattern reminiscent of
textile wefts. The pergolas will be preserved and can be reused.
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« Obélisques textiles », Thrace Urban Design, Festival 2021

« Sur les pas de Poucette »,
Collectif Pop Up, Festival 2020

« La Cité perdue »,
Equipe Jardins, Festival 2019

« Mystérieuse moraine »,
Livia Kolb et Robin Chouleur, Festival 2017

« Le rêve de Philéas Fogg »,
Florence Cannavacciuolo et Hervé Munsch,
Festival 2016
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Plot TChateau
The upper terrace is a vast space occupied by two ancient fountains, inside which blue and white perennials
are planted.
There are 2 structures made from willow branches, reminiscent of an old “joliette”, a type of conservatory, built
against the façade of the château.
This space is level and very sunny (so very hot in summer) and is a real prime location, visible from the regular
garden and offering a viewpoint over all the gardens. The château façade forms part of the terrace space and
can serve to support part of the design. This plot is usually the culmination of visitors’ journeys of discovery
through the Park and must therefore be astonishing and surprising.
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« Le voyage initiatique de Marco », Elie Combelles et Jérôme Goedseels, Festival 2022

« Sound Jungle »,
Michael et Anna Rofka, Festival 2019

« Animaleries »,
Marc Walter, Festival 2017

« Les plantes voyageuses »,
Catherine Baas, Festival 2016

« Coupez-Décollez »,
Les jardiniers nomades, Festival 2015
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